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La presente Comunicación resume las actividades de control y
vigilancia así como los resultados de la explotación de las
tres centrales nucleares en funcionamiento actualmente: JOSÉ
CABRERA, SANTA MARIA DE GAROÑA y VANDELLOS. Las dos primeras
funcionan con agua ligera pero con diferentes características
de presión y ebullición y la tercera funciona con gas grafito.
Esta comunicación analiza los principales aspectos de la ex-
periencia obtenida con estas tres centrales, bajo el punto de
vista de inspección.

The present Report summarizes the control and surveillance
activities, as well as the operating data and results of the
three nuclear power plants presently in operation: JOSE CA-
BRERA, SANTA MARIA DE GAROÑA and VANDELLOS- The first two
are light—water type, with different pressure and boiling
characteristics and the third is of the gas-graphite type.
This report analyzes the main aspects, from an inspection
point of view, of the experience obtained in these three
plants



1. INTRODUCTION

The present report summarizes the control and
surveillance activities, as well as the operating data
and results, of the three nuclear power plants,presently
in operation: JOSE CABRERA, SANTA MARIA DE GAROÑA and
VANDELLOS. The first two are light-water type, with
different pressure and boiling characteristics and the
third is of the gas-graphite type. This report analyzes
the main aspects, frcm an inspection point of view, of
the experience obtained in these plants. We are summar-
izing on chart 1 the main characteristics and reference
data of the power stations in operation.

2. SURVEILLANCE AND CONTROL

Maximum safety and availability in a nucí?ar
power plant can be obtained if the surveillance and
maintenance measures during the operation are strictly
carried out» In this regard, the following points should
be given special consideration:

- Fulfillment of all of the terms indicated in the operat-
ing authorization.

- Fulfillment of the safety regulations and criteria
during operation.

- Periodic inspection and checking programs, especially
in—service inspection of nuclear steam supply system.

- Evacuation program of radioactive waste into the
atmosphere and its effect on ecology in the surround-
ing area.

- The refueling program.
- Analysis of the radiation dose received by the personnel.
- Analysis and evaluation of simulated emergency situations.
- Periodic revision of the preceptive documents regulat-
ing the operation of the plant which; according to the
Regulations on Nuclear and Radioactive Installations,
effective, presently, are the following:

- Safety Report
- Operation Regulation
- Operation Specification
- Radiological Protection Report
- Emergency Plan

During the commercial operation stage of the plants



TABLE I

.MAIN CHARACTERISTICS

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

¡ITE

APPLICANT

LEACTOR TYPE

HERMAL POWER (Mw)

1ROSS ELEC. POWER (Mw)

ÍET ELEC. POWER (Mw)

•RELIMINARY PERMIT DATE

¡ONSTRUCTION PERMIT DATE

iTARTING DAY OF WORKS

• PROYECT MANAGER

• CONTRACT TYPE

[ CONTRACTOR

L ENGINEERING

• CIVIL WORKS

• MECHANICAL INSTALLATION

• ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION

'ROVISIONAL OPERATING PERMIT DATE

IRST CRITICALITY DATE

TRST ELEC. GRID CONNECTION DATE

:OMMERCIAL OPERATION DATE

& REFERENCE DATA OF THE

JOSE CABRERA

Alraonac id d e Z o r i t a
(Guadalajara)
UNION ELÉCTRICA, S.A.

PWR (Westinghouse)

510

160

153!

27/3/63

24/6/64

6/6/65

Tecnatom, S.A.

TURN KEY

Westinghouse Electric

Gibbs and Hill-Eptisa

Entrecanales y Tabora

•Nervión - Spie

Abengoa

24/5/68

30/7/68 '

17/7/68

Febrero 1969

OPERATING NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

SANTA MARIA
DE' GAROÑA

Val le Tobalina (Burgos)

NUCLENOR, S.A.

BWR (G.E.)

1380

4 6 0

4 4 0

8/8/63

2/5/66

Septiembre 1966

GESTCO

TURN KEY

GESTCO

Ebasco-Auxiesa

Entrecanaies y Tabora

Nervi on-S pi e-Mannesman

Sade, S.A.

30/10/70

15/11/7 0

2/3/71

Mayo 1971

VANDELLOS

Vandel lós (Tarragona)

HIFRENSA

Grafito-Gas

1670

500

48O

21/4/67

21/6/68

Julio 1̂ 67

HIFRENSA

TURN KEY

Socia

Socia

Campenom-Bernard

Socia

Socia

9/2/72

10/2/72

19/5/72

Agosto 1972

J



the control and surveillance during their life is carried
out by means of two types of checking: normal control
checking and special checking.

The normal control checking tries to verify
if the plant is operating within the limits and conditions
approved by the Authorities and reflected in the plant's
preceptive documents.

The special checking refers to verifications
which the plant must carry out throughout its existence
in order to be aware of the condition of its components
regarding nuclear safety; pressure barrier components in
the primary circuit, fuel elements and internal components
in the vessel* This refers to in-service inspections
which are basically carried out by means of non-destruct-
ive test techniques: direct and remote visual examination,
hydrostatic bests, penetrant liquids, radiographs and eddy
current test»

The results of the inspection are stated in the
Inspection Certificate by triplicate; one of the copies
is sent to the Provincial Delegation of the Ministry of
Industry where the plant is situated, another copy is sent
to the JEN and the third one is given ,to the utility or to
the person who, representing the utility, has been present
in the inspection. At any case the utility is invited to
be present at the inspection and sign the Certificate.
This signature gives the utility the right to state the
facts and opinions that he may find pertinent.

On the other hand, the plant's performance is
also controlled by means of analysing periodic and non-
periodic reports which are sent by the plant in compliment
with the administrative regulations, included in the operat-
ing specifications which refer to the organization and
administrative procedures required to operate the plant,
from a nuclear safety point of view. The administrative
regulations refer specifically to the organization, operat-
ing regulations, registration and filling of information,
administrative actions which are to be taken by the owner-
operator in case of abnormal situations ocurring during
the plant operation or if any one of the imposed safety
limits are exceeded, as well as the content and frecuency
of the technical reports related to the plant which should
be sent to the Administration.

In accordance with these administrative regul-
ations, there will be a Nuclear Power Plant Safety
Committee and a Nuclear Safety Owner's Committee.



The mission of the first Committee is to counsel the Plant
Superintendent regarding technical problems related to:
operation, reactor engineering, chemistry and radiochemistrjs
metallurgy and radiation damage, instrumentation and con-
trol, periodic inspection of the components and radiolo-
gical protection to the extent in which they affect the
plant's nuclear safety. The missions of the second Committee
are as follows: to evaluate the plant's operation and
verify if this operation fulfills the terms of the opera-
tion permit; to periodically check the plant's official
documents} to evaluate and approve the proposed changes to
the operating permit, for their presentation to the
Administration and evaluation and analysis of abnormal
situations or situations which have resulted to exceed the
safety limits and inform the Administration accordingly.

The Inspection will verify if each plant is ful-
filling the above mentioned administrative regulations,
check files and registers, as we!1 ^s the contents of the
Minutes of meetings held by tl. xant's and Owner's
respective Committees on Nuclear Safety, as well as the
frequency of these meetings.

The monthly operation reports should contain, as
a minimum, the information attached in Annex I. Annex II
shows the formats used by the inspectors for monthly
control and follow-up of thí¡ plants in operation.Attached
is a list of the information which the non continuous
refueling plants must submit to JEN (Annex III).

3. OPERATOR'S AND SUPERVISOR'S LICENSES

Under a safety point of view, the fact that a
nuclear power plant is well designed and built is not
enough. It must also be run properly.

In Chapter I of the Regulations for Radioactive
and Nuclear Installations, the necessary requisitas for
obtaining these licenses are established. These Regula-
tions also point out tiie obligation of a specific tittle
for being Supervisor of the Radiation Protection Service
proving his capacity of the responsibility which this
position involves»

These licenses and tittles are issued by the
Nuclear Energy Board (JEN) to those who personally request
same and who, having the recommendation of tittle-holders,



can justify before a special Board created for this purpose,
that they are worthy of same.

In addition to a basic knowledge, those who
request a license must demonstrate their specific knowledge
related to the safety measures of the installation they
will handle; this knowledge must include both technical and
administrative aspects of safety. Guidebook GSN-02/76,
issued by JEN, establishes the necessary requisites for
obtaining and using of the operation licenses of nuclear
power plants•

Experience has shown that to check the files,
prepare inspection questionnaires, correct and classify the
tests carried out and draw up reports for each nuclear power
plant represents a great deal of work. This effort will be
increased considerably in the near future, in view of the
number of nuclear power plants foreseen in our Country»
Chart 2 shows the number of operator and supervisor licen-
ses which have been granted for each nuclear power plant
in operation. As we can see from this chart, there is a
limit to the number of licenses granted (operators and
supervisors) corresponding to the starting-up of nuclear
power plants. However, even if no nuclear power plant
would be commissioned, tests are given every year for
granting licenses and this situation will probably remain
unchanged in the future.

The average effort required for granting a licen-
se, per installation, is estimated at one week per man.
This job consists in negotiating the necessary proceedings,
prepare the theorectic examination, performing and correct-
ing it and proceed with the practical examination in the
installation itself. Based on an average of five license
requests per year, distributed among the three plants
presently in operation, and without taking into consider-
ation the first start-ups, we arrive to the conclusion that
an effort oí' 5 weeks per man per year is required. This
job is basically carried out by the Inspection service.

The effort required to grant operator licenses
for the Almaraz and Lemoniz (1978) units is estimated at
20 hours per man, this job being basically carried out by
the Inspection service.



TABLE 2

OPERATOR & SUPERVISOR LICENSES GRANTED

(EAR

•68

>69

170

•71

,»72

•73

)74

?75

576

LICENSE TYPE

SUPERVISOR
OPERATOR

SUPERVISOR
OPERADOR

T

SUPERVISOR
OPERADOR

SUPERVISOR
OPERADOR

STJPERVISOR
OPERADOR

SUPERVISOR
OPERADOR

SUPERVISOR
OPERADOR

SUPERVISOR
OPERADOR

SUPERVISOR

OPERADOR

JOSE CABRERA

7
5

2

3
2

2

2

1

. 4

GAROÑA

12

4

2

1

1

_

- 3
1

1
3

VANDELLOS

9
12

2
2

1

2

1

TOTAL PER YEAR

7
c

2

15
6

2

10
12

4
3

2
1

5
2

2
7

LICENSES
OPER + SUPERV

12

2

21

2

2 2

7

3

7

9

TOTAL
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4. EXPERIENCE ACQUIRED DURING THE OPERATION OF THE PLANTS

4.1 JOSE CABRERA Nuclear Power Plant

This plant is located in the municipal
boundaries of Alraonacid de Zorita, in the Guadalajara
province, on the left bank of Tagus River, between the
Bolarque and Zorita dams, taking the necessary water
for its cooling system from the latter. In a straight
line, the distance from the plant to Guadalajara is
40 Kms and to Madrid 66 Kms.

The plant started its commercial operation
in February 1969 and the operating results are consider-
ed as satisfactory. During its existence, several steps
have been taken to solve the problems which have arisen
being basically the following: leaks in the pressurizer
safety valvesj breaks in the piping in the area where
the pressure is reduced between the primary system and
the chemical and volumetric control system; losses
through the controlled release valves; leaks in the
charging pump; also the play existing between the
joints in the core's vertical plate baffles was reduc-
ed and it is estimated it was the cause of crack in
some rods of fuel near to the joints, by vibrations of
the same rods. During the shutdown for the second re-
fueling, this play was reduced and until now no abnormal-
ities have been observed. The availability of the vital
bar was improved, and therefore the frequency of sudden
outages has been( reduced by installing a second static
inverter in parallel to the one that existed between
the vital bar and the continuous bars. The liquid waste
treatment system has also been improved by increasing
the concentrator/evaporator efficiency and at the same
time improvements are also being carried out in the gas
treatment system, installing additional filters and
retainer tanks, before discharging the gases into the
atmosphere.

In general, the fuel performance has been good
thus allowing us to reach a burnup comparable to those
indicated in established design patterns. In the in-
service inspection carried out, no rod collapse or other
effects related to densification were detected. Six
refueling have been carried out and up to now a total
of 134 elements (spent fuel) have been extracted.



4.1.1. In-Service Inspections

Six inspections have been carried out
coinciding with the refueling in 1971, 72, 73,
75, 76 and 77, in additional to a pre-operational
(fingerprint) inspection. By means of non-
destructive tests, several defects were discover-
ed in the primary circuit components, such as a
reflector located near the welding with the
steam generator's inlet nozzle, in the hot line,
interpreted as shrinkage in the tube manufactur-
ing and a reflector, found in the 1973 inspect-
ion, in the vessel cover, which had been evaluat-
ed , at the beginning, as an 85 ~ 10 mm crack
caused by lack of fusion at the welding edge.
Later, in 1974, it was concluded that this was
divided in two parts , 65 x 10 and 25 x 10 mm
with a 5 mm separation between them. Finally,
in 1975, it was again inspected — following
the 1974 Edition ASME Code rules and using seve-
ral ultrasonic units belonging to the firm
MATEVAL of united Kingdom — and it was conclud-
ed that this was a sole reflector of 85 x 4 mm
located on a 25- incline to the welding axis
plane, without specifying its cause, as the
ultrasounds indicate a value of 50$ less on the
Distance-Amplitude Curve (DAC), nor the area
where it is found (base metal, welding or zone
affected by the heat, HAZ). In view of these
circomstances , the plant's owner has decided to
inspect this area during each refueling stoppage
in order to evaluate the possible growth of the
crack, using the 1975 inspection as a basis for
comparison*

The biggest problem existing in this
nuclear power plant regarding to in-service ins-
pection is its age, built in the 1960-1970 deca-
de, generating difficulties for using the non-
destructive test techniques. In addition,
during construction t >ese requirements were not
taken into account and there are areas where
access for carrying out non-destructive tests,
required in the ASME Code, is very difficult or
impossible and, as a consequence, components
which are essential for the plant's existence
will have to remain unexamined for over 10 years.

With reference to the steam generator,



annual eddy current tests are being carried out
in the tube bundle for the last 3 years and, to
date, only 3 tubes of the 2604 contained in the
steam generator have been plugged. These favor-
able results are due to the special care taken in
the .chemical properties in the secondary circuit,
which is regulated with phosphate.treatment.

4.2. SANTA MARIA DE GAROÑA nuclear power plant

It is located on a turn in the Ebro River,
near Santa Maria de Garoña, in the province of Burgos,
at the tail-end of the Sabrán reservoir, from which
gets its coolant water.

The plant started commercial operation in
May 1971 and up to the present time it has proved to
be an overall reliable plant. Its yield can be
considered as acceptable compared to other similar
plants. The most important uatages and limitations
corresponded to the main turbine steam regulation
system, to leaks produced in the fuel cladding ¿nd to
several failures in the plant's conventional components.
The power regulation systems by means of control rods
as well as by recirculation flow variation, have
given a good performance. The liquid waste treatment
system, in the initial project proved to be insufficient
and therefore the plant has improved this system by
adding a new evaporator and additional tanks and their
corresponding pipe networks, valves and necessary
equipment which has represented a reduction in the
liquid wastes of a factor of ten, approximately. For
tJ e same reason, the plant has installed a new gaseous
waste treatment system (off-gas) which has already
been put into service, decreasing the chimney dis-
charges by a factor of 50. The plant has built a new
solid waste warehouse,capable of temporarily storing
material corresponding to five years of operation.

The fuel performance has been one of the main
problems. Until now, the number of refuellings has been
6, of which a total of 430 spent fuel elements have been
extracted. Small perforations in the fuel clad produced
leaks of fission products which increased the activity
of the gases expelled through the chimney , as well as
the specific activity of the coolant and, as a conse-
quence, the radioactive liquid wastes.

During the programmed outage for refueling



and in-service inspection, corresponding to 1977,
when disassembling the spargers, an erosion pheno-
menon was detected in three of the four transition
rings (safe end) of the feed water system.

.This erosion phenomenon appeared in the
zones of contact between the transition rings (safe
end) and the thermal sleeves. The deep of the erosion
in one of the safe end was about 9 mm and in the
others about 1 mm. It is supposed that ihe nrosion
has been produced by the pass of the water through the
thermal sleeves and the transition rings.

The utility presented to the Administration
two options of welding: through the temper bead tech-
nique, which does not require a later thermal treat-
ment and through the tungsten arc technique (TIG)
with a later thermal treatment.

The second option was adopted after the
comparison between the theoretical results of distribu-
tion temperature and thermal efforts, carried out by
GENERAL ELECTRIC, and the experimental values of
temperature, carried but by COOPER HOT WORK ESPAÑOLA,
obtained in a mock-up to real scale.

Actually, the repair has been finished and
non-destructive tests have been carried out. This
repair implied a shutdown of about 3 months.

4.2.1. In-service inspections

In this BWR-3 type plant, up until
1977 the owner carried out 7 inspections,
including the 1970 pre-operational one (base-
line ultrasonic inspection). In addition, in
October 1974, and independent of that year's
shutdown for refueling, an in-service inspection
was carried out to observe the condition of the
4" bypass tubing of the recirculation circuit
as a consequence of the cracks observed in the
American plants in DRESDEN, QUAD CITIES and
MILLSTONE. The results were positive, in other
words, no defects were found.

As in the case of the JOSE CABRERA
nuclear power plant, this plant was designed and
built before Section XI of the ASME Code was
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established and, a » —r.r^nuence, accessibility
for inspection ha. i«.—j ._..ii .tations. In some
cases they are due to physical impossibility
inherent to the design and in others to the
radiation doses associated with the work requir-
ed for uncovering the element to be inspected
and to cover it again., For example, the free
space between the vessel wall and the concrete
shielding is about 11 cms. and there is no
access to the vessel's skirt-support. There-
fore, these components can not be inspected
until the non-destructive test techniques im-
prove and new devices are marketed in smaller
sizas.

Regarding the results obtained during
the inspections, these can be considered as
correct. Although during the 1973 outage
the nozzle (safe end) Nil failure was not dis-
covered in the return line of the control rod
system (in which in December 1973 a crack of
some 60 mm, in lenght, had been detected
through which primary coolant was leaking and
this was repaired by replacing the safe end), in
the 1977 non-destructive tests, the mentioned
erosion phenomenon was discovered in the safe-
end of the N4 nozzles, of the feed water circuit.

4-3. VANDELLOS Nuclear Power Plant

Ht is located on the Mediterranean coast, in the
• municipal boundary of Vandellás, in the Tarragona pro-
vince, and it uses sea water for its cooling system.

The plant started its commercial operation in
August 1972 and, in general, its performance has been
satisfactory up to the present time* The plant's non-
availability can be traced to the very sophisticated
instrumentation found in this type of plant, with a
large number of small components. The loading machine
and, in general, the ruel maintenance device have requir-
ed a considerable maintenance effort. It was necessary
to install new diaphragms (flow regulators) in the
steam generating towers, in order to maintain the most
homogenous temperature distribution in the reactor.

Since October 1973 there have been several
leaks produced in the steam generator. The number of



leaks found out until the present time is of 19, the
last one on October 1976. During the last year, the
plant carried out a programmed shutdown for one month
to make a general revision of the plant. Special
attention has been given to the steam generator leaks.
For this purpose, four windows have been opened on the
north wall of tower number 27, mt'cing possible a gamma-
graphic analysis of 120 elbows. At the beginning, we
concluded that it was a phenomenon of erosion—corrosion
at the elbows where the soldering is located,according
to the course of the fluid, before the elbows, and
that the inner rugosity could produce an increase on
the speed of the water circulation when being steamed.

The plant has descended the zone of steam-
ing as well as its maximum level of power which, at
present, is about 90$ of the nominal power.

During 1977i breakings in 19 irradiated fuel
elements, stored at the pools, have been detected.After
examination in the hot cell they have been dully pack-
ed and stored again in the pools.

It has been estimated that these breaks have
been caused due to a long storage in the pool.

Also, it has been detected a break in a fuel
element of the reactor through a numbering increase in
the burst pin detection system. This element was
taken out of the reactor, examined in the hot cell and,
properly packed, stored in the pools.

4•4• Comparative summary of the three plants

On chart number 3» a comparative summary
of the three plants in operation is shown, in relation
with the gross electric production. Your attention is
called bo the fact that in the calculation of the per-
centage of the produced energy it has not been deduct-
ed the time spent in the different refueling periods
and the in-service inspection periods.

5. EFFORTS CARRIED OUT

On an average, the minimum effort required to
prepare an inspection is estimated at one week per man and



TABLE 3

GROSS ELECTRICAL ENERGY PRODUCTION

1.968 1.969 1.970 1.971 1.972 1.973 1.974 1.975

( 1 ) GRID CONNECTION ON JULY 6 8

(2) GRID CONNECTION ON MARCH 71

( 3 ) GRID CONNECTION ON MAY 72

1 . 9 7 6

GROSS ENERGY
PRODUCED
LOAD FACTOR

JOSE CABRERA

SANTA MARIA

DE GAROÑA

VANDELLOS

GWh

• %

5 6 , 1

( 1 )

GWh

%

830,4

59,1

GWh

%

923,7

66,0

GWh

%

1006,3

71,9

2064,6.

(2)

GWh

%

896,5

64,0

2.126,2

52,7

1185

(3)

GWh

%

917,3

65,5

2.480,7

61,5

3.147,0

71,8

GWh

%

1073,3

76,5

2.373,2

58,8

3.770,5

86,1

GWh

%

1.134

81,0

2.903

71,9

3.506

80,0

GWh

%

LI 09

79,2

3.020

74,8

3.424

78,2



the job of carrying out the inspection and preparing the
corresponding report at two weeks per man, which amounts
to an estimated total effort of three weeks per man for
each inspection.

The yearly average effort required to analyze
the periodic and non-periodic reports for a plant in
operation is estimated at IS weeks per man.

Therefore, and in accordance with the above,
based on six inspections per year for one plant, the
total effort is as follows:

Weeks per man/year

Inspection preparation 6

Inspection and report
preparation 12

Analysis of periodic and non-
periodic reports 15

Operator and supervisor testing 2

TOTAL 35

For a proper control at the present plants in
operation, we estimate that the minimum number of inspections
per plant and per year should be six, under normal operation
conditions, and thus the minimum effort required per plant
and year is 35 weeks per man, as indicated in the above
figures.

However, this effort has not been achieved, due
to a lack of inspection personnel in all the plants, every
year. A list of the number of inspections carried out by
year, for the three plants in operation, is attached (fi-
gures 1, 2 and 3).

6. ORGANIZATION

The organization considered as the most suitable
is presented in Figure 4, where is indicated the number of
inspectors, bearing in mind that this chart covers the
period up to the time when the first units in Almarz and
Lemoniz (1978) will start operation.

The job descriptions for the different positions
are outlined below:



1. CHIEF OF INSPECTION GROUP IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATION IN
OPERATION

Coordination and supervision, following the
instructions received from the Operative Inspection Unit
Chief, of the inspection to be carried out in nuclear
installations during nuclear tests, temporary and defi-
nite operation, including:

- Verification of fulfillment of the technical operating
specifications and other preceptive documents.

- Evaluation of the periodic and non-periodic operation
reports.

- Participation in the Board which grants Supervisor and
Operator licenses»

2. INSPECTOR IN CHARGE OF THE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

Coordination, supervision and inspection,
following the instructions received from the Group
Chief, for supervision during the start-up and operation
of the nuclear power plant to which he has been assigned
as well as evaluation of the periodic and non-periodic
reports of its operation. Collaboration with the
Inspectors in Charge.

3. INSPECTOR SPECIALIZED IN VUCLEAR TESTS

Coordination, supervision and inspection, follow
ing the instructions received from the Group Chief, of ali
tests related to the core both for nuclear power plants
in commercial operation as well as those which are in the
starting—up stage. Study of the documentation related to
this speciality. Collaboration with Inspectors in Charge.

4. INSPECTOR SPECIALIZED IN IN-SERVICE INSPECTION TECHNIQUES

Coordination, supervision and inspection,
following the instructions from the Group Chief, of all
the activities related to in-service inspection both
for nuclear power plants in commercial operation as well
as for those in the construction stage (reference ins-
pection) . Study of the documentation related to this
speciality. Collaboration with Inspectors in Charge.

5. INSPECTOR SPECIALIZED IN RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION

Coordination, supervision and carrying out
steps in accordance with instructions received from
the Group Chief, related to radiological protection



in the nuclear power plants in commercial operation.
Inspection visits during simulated emergency situations
as well as study of +-.he documentation related to this
speciality. Collaboration with the Inspectors in
Charge.

6. INSPECTOR SPECIALIZED IN MAINTENANCE

Coordination, supervision and inspection,
following the instructions from the Group Chief, of the
activities related to maintenance, both electrical and
mechanical, in th*' nuclear power plant in commercial
operation. Carrying out and maintenance of a technical
file corresponding to preceptive tests carried out in
the various nuclear power plants. Collaboration with
the Inspectors in Charge.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The experience obtained in the inspection of the
three plants in operation allows us to present the follow-
ing conclusions, as a summary:

Regarding the plants

1.- The operation results of the three plants can be consider
ed as satisfactory.

2.- The three plants are operated by staff judged as
responsible.

3.- We consider necessary that utilities of the three plants
keep, independently of the usual operation staff,
another group acting as a technique help to the plant,
specially in subjects related to the in-service ins-
pection, refueling and quality assurance.

4.- The verification in the carrying out of periodic tests
by the plants, has given as a result .the permanent up-
to-date of the technique files of the plants.

5.- It is considered of great interest to carry out periodic
revisions to the preceptive documents of the plants as
well as technique meetings for discussion of problems
which may arise.

Regarding the inspections

1.- The diversity of technology used in the three plants,
implies a great effort on the training of inspectors.
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2.- It is considered as 6 the minimum number of yearly

inspections for each plant, in normal operation
conditions.

3.- It is necessary an Inspector in Charge responsible both
for each plant and a group of specialized inspectors on
several techniques.

4.- The training and up-to-date of inspectors' knowledge,
are of a great importance and this implies a consider-
able effort.

5.- The interchange of experience, on an international
basis, should be increased and therefore we believe
that the meeting we are helding now is of a great
value and importance.



ANNEX I

Minimum information to be contained in the monthly operation
report:

Nuclear

Energy

a) Number of hours during which the reactor has
been critical.

b) Number of times the reactor reached the critical
stage.

c) Fuel burning degree

d) Estimated energy reserve.

a) Total time during which the alternator has been
synchronized.

b) Gross thermal energy generated

c) Gross electric energy generated

d) Net electric ener.gy generated

e) Load factor

f) Operation factor

g) Non-availability factor

a) Planned outages

b) Non-programmed outages

c) Duration of outages

d) Cause of the outages

Operation and maintenance

a) With reference to the systems and components planned
to prevent or reduce the consequences of nuclear
accidents.

b) List of abnormal occurrences

c) Summary of the chemical and radiochemical conditions
in the plant's systems,,



d) F.esults of the tests carried out and summary
of same»

Radioactive liquid wastes

a) Activity, in curie, contained in each discharge
and total discharged activity during the month.

b) Volume in m of each one of the discharges, of
the dissolvent water per discharge and of the
dilution water used during the month.

c) Average monthly concentration ir JU,C±/cc at the
discharge canal outlet. *

d) Hour, date and value of the maximum concentra-
tion freed during the month at the discharge
canal outlet.

e) Results of the isotope analyses.

Gaseous wastes

a) Total activity, in curie, discharged during the
month, indicating separately the values corres-
ponding to noble gases, activation gases,
halogens and particles.

b) Hour, date and value of maximum activity freed
during the month, expressed in curie/sec.

c) Results of the isotopic analyses carried out.

d) Total activity, in curie, of discharged tritium.

Solid radioactive wastes

a) Total volume in m3 of the solid wastes produced.

b) Activity, in curie, per package and total.

c) Type of wastes.

d) Type of packaging.

e) Date and location of storage.

Radioactive surveillance inside and outside the plant

a) Summary of the activities carried out.

b) Summary of the dose of exposure of the personnel
belonging to the plant as well as outsiders, and
summary of the operations which have required a
special radiological control.



c) Equipment which has been in operation for surveill-
ance purposes, indicating the dates and results
of the last tests and calibrations of same.

Changes in personnel (hiring, resignation^ etc.)
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INSPECCIÓN DE CENTRALES NUCLEARES EN EXPLOTACIÓN
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i.-ESCRITOS ENTRE LA J.E.N. Y EL EXPLOTADOR

« * REGISTRO FECHA TIPO INFORME CONTENIDO

5.-TRANSGRESIONES DECLARADAS O IDENTIFICADAS

PECHA TRANSGRESIÓN DOCUMENTO A OUE CORRESPONDE DECLARADA EN IDENTIFICADA EN

7 . - V A RÍOS
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8.-DAT0S DE EXPLOTACIÓN DE LA C.N.
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9.-DESECH0S RADIACTIVOS LÍQUIDOS EVACUADOS AL MEDIO AMBIENTE POR LA C.N. .
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10.-QESECH0S RADIACTIVOS GASEOSOS EVACUADOS AL MEDIO AMBIENTE POR LA C.N.
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11.—DOSIMETRÍA DEL PERSONAL DE PLANTILLA Y CONTRATADO DE LA C.N.
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12.-VIGILANCIA RADIOLÓGICA EN EL EXTERIOR DE LA C.N.

A Ñ O _ _
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I3.-C0NCLUSI0NES
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ANNEX III

INFORMATION TO BE SUBMITTED TO JEN WITH

REFERENCE TO REFUELING IN NUCLEAR POWER

PLANTS

1. Two months before the foreseen date of the refueling operation

The plans foreseen for refueling will include:

- Fuel elements to be extracted.
- Characteristics of the new fuel elements, justifying
any modification»

- Foreseen pattern of the new core.
- Calculation of the physical parameters of the core and
comparison of the parameters obtained with regard to the
previous cycle.

- Limits set for maximum and average core burnup, average
burnup expected at the end of the cycle.

- In-service inspection program (pressure barrier and fuel).
- Repairs during shutdown.
- Preliminary program of critical path and estimated times.

2. Two weeks before refueling shutdown

Definite planning will include:

- Detailed development and modifications regarding point no.
1 above.

- Forecast of participation required by personnel not belong -
ing to the power plant.

- Radiological load foreseen for all personnel who will take
part in the work. Radiological control program.

- Control program to safeguard the installation's physical
integrity.

3. During refueling

- Report of the abnormalities found during the inspection
(fuel, pressure barrier, etc.).

- Report of possible abnormalities related to radiologic
protection of the personnel.



4. Prior to approaching the critical stage and at least 48
hours before same starts

Concise preliminary reports on:

- Results of refueling inspection.

- Results of in-service inspection.

Before synchronization:

- Results of the parameter readings.

5# Three months after reaching full power

- Final report giving results and conclusions.
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FIG. 2 . - NUCLEAR POWER PLANT SANTA MARIA
DE GAROÑA. NUMBER OF INSPECTIONS
BY YEAR.
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FIG.3.-NUCLEAR POWER PLANT VANDELLOS.
NUMBER OF INSPECTIONS BY YEAR.
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